
Amendments of RFPand ToR for Hiring of Technical Support Agency for Project Management
Support to Odisha Rural Development and Marketing Society (ORMAS)

Reference: RFPNo 190 Dated: 9th Feb 2018

Page no / As per Advt. RFPNo 1st Amendments on 2nd Amendments ~~,Bd'

Section 190, dated: 9th Feb 24/02/2018 1

2018
Page no 14, 28.4 Experts included 28.4 Experts included in 28.4 Experts included in the proposal

Point in the proposal are a the proposal are a pre- are a pre-requisite for considering

number 28 pre-requisite for requisite for considering award of the contract, if selected or

a. considering award of award of the contract, if if applicable a replacement as per

Availability the contract, if selected or if applicable a terms of the ITA. Failure to confirm

of Key selected or if replacement as per terms the key experts' availability may

Experts applicable a of the ITA. Failure to result in rejection of the Agency's

replacement as per confirm the key experts' proposal and client proceeding with

terms of the ITA. availability may result in to negotiate with next ranked

Failure to confirm the rejection of the Agency's Agency. Notwithstanding the above,

key experts' proposal and client the substitution of Key Experts at the

availability may result proceeding with to negotiations may be considered if

in rejection of the negotiate with next ranked solely due to circumstances outside

Agency's proposal and Agency. Notwithstanding the reasonable control of and not

client proceeding with the above, the substitution foreseeable by the Agency, including

to negotiate with next of Key Experts at the but not limited to death or medical

ranked Agency. negotiations may be incapacity. In such case, the Agency

Notwithstanding the considered if solely due to shall offer a substitute Key Expert

above, the circumstances outside the within the period of time specified in

substitution of Key reasonable control of and the letter of invitation to negotiate

Experts at the not foreseeable by the the Contract, who shall have

negotiations may be Agency, including but not equivalent or better qualifications

considered if solely limited to death or medical and experience than the original

due to circumstances incapacity. In such case, candidate. In case there is any

outside the the Agency shall offer a change in the proposed key experts,

reasonable control of substitute Key Expert a penalty of 10% on the proposed

and not foreseeable within the period of time cost of the respective State Level

by the Agency, specified in the letter of Experts and Coordinators for the i"

including but not invitation to negotiate the year. From the 2nd year onwards a

limited to death or Contract, who shall have penalty of 30% will be imposed by

medical incapacity. In equivalent or better ORMAS in the event of replacement

such case, the Agency qua lifications and of 1/3'd or more of th~ total number

shall offer a substitute experience than the of state level experts a_nd
v l-----

Key Expert within the original candidate. In case coordinators. .
V



-

period of time there is any change in the Such Penalty of 30% or 10% should

specified in the letter proposed key experts, a be limited to the cost of the Expert!

of invitation to penalty of 10% on the Coordinator for the relevant year as

negotiate the proposed cost of the mentioned in the bid.

Contract, who shall respective Expert for the !S.nysubstitution of key experts to

have equivalent or 1st year of the contact and be made within 30 days with similar

better qualifications 30% from the 2nd year Qualification and experience as

and experience than onwards will be imposed mentioned in the RFP.

the original candidate. by ORMAS.

In case there is any Any substitution of key

change in the experts to be made within

proposed key experts, 30 days with similar

a penalty of 30% on Qualification and

the proposed cost of experience as mentioned in

the respective Expert the RFP.

will be imposed by

ORMAS.
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